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INTRODUCTION
Theoretical studies predict that the strength of carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) should be of the order of 200 GPa, owing to their strong sp2
carbon-carbon bonds and hexagonal network structure. This high
strength is well matched with the CNTs’ outstanding Young’s modulus
of about 1 TPa (1–3) and their high ultimate strain of 20% (4–6). Although the theoretical value of Young’s modulus is well substantiated
experimentally (1, 3), measured strength values are lower than predicted, in the range of 11 to 120 GPa (7–11) at maximum strain of 2
to 13%, and are widely dispersed statistically (9). It is generally accepted
that these discrepancies in strength and strain are the consequence of
the presence of topological and point defects in the CNT crystalline
structure (12–15), commonly induced during CNT growth, purification, dispersion, chemical treatment, and irradiation (12).
Although CNT fracturing at high temperatures was theoretically
shown to be of a plastic nature (2), it is still debated whether the fracture mechanism at room temperature is plastic or brittle. Plastic deformation, characterized by the appearance and spreading of topological
defects via bond breaking and reforming (16–21), can theoretically
occur at room temperature at very high strains (>20%). However,
scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron microscopy
evidence shows that fracture surfaces of broken CNTs are typically
sharp and flat, which is a strong indication that CNTs break in a brittle manner at room temperature (22–26). Here, we use molecular dynamics (MD) with a maximum allowed bond force criterion to investigate
the process and mechanism by which a defect in a single-walled nanotube (SWNT) evolves into a crack that propagates until complete failure. By mapping the stress field around defects of various shapes and
sizes, embedded in tubes having different chiralities, we show how local stress concentrations lead to a brittle fracture, thus degrading the
ideal strength of SWNTs.
We also address the debate on whether solid mechanics theories
apply at the nanoscale, specifically whether a limit size exists below
which macroscale theories fail to predict the behavior of nanomaterials
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[for example, Zhang et al. (14) found a limit of 10 lattice spacings]. Experimental evaluation of the harm caused by different defect types is not
practical [see, for example, the discussion by Barber et al. (8)]. Hence,
we use the wide variety of defect types and sizes simulated in the present
study to examine the applicability of concepts from the theories of
elasticity and fracture mechanics to the nanoscale crystalline structures
of CNTs.

RESULTS
Stress distribution around atomic defects is nonuniform
A variety of Stone-Wales and vacancy defects (12, 13, 15) were embedded
in SWNT models with armchair and zigzag chiralities, and tension was
simulated by applying a constant displacement rate to the SWNT free
end (Fig. 1, Materials and Methods, and notes S1 to S4). Stone-Wales—
a topological defect—was simulated by rearranging atoms and bonds
in the CNT structure, whereas vacancy—a point defect—was simulated by removing atoms from the structure. Bond stresses were
continuously monitored, and bond breakage was determined when
a maximum allowed bond force of 10 nN was exceeded (27, 28).
The simulation model was validated by tensile loading of defectfree tubes, yielding a Young’s modulus of 1 TPa for a zigzag tube
and 0.88 TPa for an armchair tube, in agreement with the literature
(1–3) (Fig. 2A and note S3). The stresses were uniformly distributed
throughout the simulated SWNT. The corresponding tensile strengths
were about 175 and 200 GPa for the armchair and zigzag tubes, respectively, assuming that the maximum tensile strain of a defect-free
SWNT is 20% as predicted theoretically (4–6).
When a defect is present in an SWNT subjected to tension, stresses
are no longer distributed evenly, and stress concentrations arise at the
defect tips. The maximum stress concentration factors Kt = smax/sff
(sff is the far-field stress and smax is the maximum stress, defined in
Fig. 1A) in SWNTs with vacancy defects are found to vary between 1.2
and 2.7 (Fig. 2B). It is seen that Kt is lowest for monovacancies and is
higher for longer defects oriented perpendicularly to the straining axis.
Unevenly distributed tensile stresses are observed in an armchair
SWNT containing a two-atom vacancy (Fig. 3A) with a high maximum stress occurring at the defect tips (red atoms).
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Defects in crystalline structure are commonly believed to degrade the ideal strength of carbon nanotubes. However,
the fracture mechanisms induced by such defects, as well as the validity of solid mechanics theories at the nanoscale,
are still under debate. We show that the fracture toughness of single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) conforms to the
classic theory of fracture mechanics, even for the smallest possible vacancy defect (~2 Å). By simulating tension of
SWNTs containing common types of defects, we demonstrate how stress concentration at the defect boundary leads
to brittle (unstable) fracturing at a relatively low strain, degrading the ideal strength of SWNTs by up to 60%. We find
that, owing to the SWNT’s truss-like structure, defects at this scale are not sharp and stress concentrations are finite
and low. Moreover, stress concentration, a geometric property at the macroscale, is interrelated with the SWNT fracture toughness, a material property. The resulting SWNT fracture toughness is 2.7 MPa m0.5, typical of moderately
brittle materials and applicable also to graphene.
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Fig. 1. Simulation models of SWNTs with embedded defects. (A) Definition of the simulation protocol for a defective SWNT (length, 170 Å) under
:
axial tension: a constant strain rate e is applied at the CNT free end, with
resulting far-field stress sff and maximum stress smax. (B) Simulation models
of armchair SWNTs [(10, 10) chirality] with Stone-Wales (a) and vacancy
(b to i) defects. The number of missing atoms in vacancies is indicated.
(C) Simulation models of zigzag SWNTs [(17, 0) chirality] with Stone-Wales
(a) and vacancy (b to i) defects.
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Fig. 2. Simulated stress and strength of SWNTs under tension. (A) Stress-strain curves of defect-free zigzag and armchair SWNTs. The images show
the SWNTs’ deformation at 20% strain. (B) Maximum stress concentration Kt in armchair and zigzag SWNTs containing defects of various shapes and sizes
(Fig. 1, B and C), at a strain of ~10%. The number of missing atoms in vacancies is indicated at the top of the figure. (C) Ultimate tensile strength sf in
armchair and zigzag SWNTs containing defects of various shapes and sizes. Kt and sf data are provided in note S4.
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Propagation of damage is spontaneous and continuous
When the applied strain is increased, the most highly stressed bonds
eventually break and the SWNT fractures. In agreement with experimental evidence (7–11), simulations show that the SWNT strength sf
is as low as 70 GPa, which is a reduction of about 60% with respect to
the ideal strength s* of a defect-free SWNT (Fig. 2C). It is seen from
the trends of Fig. 2 (B and C) that the relative strength sf/s* is
inversely correlated with Kt and that CNTs with monovacancies are
stronger (~20% reduction) than those containing longer defects. The
simulations also show that the SWNT strength is not degraded by the
presence of multiple vacancy defects, unless several such defects are
located at the same longitudinal position.
In the case of Stone-Wales defects, the SWNT strength is determined by a superposition of prestresses, induced by atomic rearrangement, and stress concentration due to nonuniform atomic load sharing
(note S5). The prestresses are caused by extension and contraction of
bonds, producing respective tension and compression forces. When the
tension prestresses coalign with the load, as in a zigzag SWNT, the
strength is reduced by almost 40%, whereas when they are perpendicular to the load, as in an armchair SWNT, they only have a slight
impact (Fig. 2C and fig. S1).
Crack propagation in an SWNT was simulated by deleting overstressed carbon-carbon bonds without reforming new bonds, while
keeping the applied strain constant after first breakage of a bond.
The SWNTs begin to rupture at strains as low as 7%, much lower than
the 20% of a defect-free SWNT. In all the studied defects, once the
first bond is dissociated, the crack propagates spontaneously and continuously until the SWNT fractures, which is a signature of a brittle
fracture mechanism. The resulting tensile strength of the simulated
structures is the far-field stress at the instant of crack initiation. The
example in Fig. 3 (B and C) and movie S1 depicts the fracture process
in an SWNT containing a two-atom vacancy defect. As seen, the crack

Stress concentration, K t

The stress across the defect gap in the axial direction is much lower than the far-field stress (green atoms). The stress concentration
factors remain practically constant with the applied strain, as seen,
for example, in the case of a two-atom vacancy defect [Fig. 1B(c)]
where Kt has values of 1.96, 1.91, and 1.85 for strains of 3, 5, and 10%,
respectively.
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Fig. 3. High stresses around a defect lead to crack propagation. (A) Nonuniform stress distribution in an armchair SWNT containing a two-atom
vacancy defect [Fig. 1B(c)], under tensile loading at 10% strain, expressed in terms of atom forces in the loading direction. The highest stressed atoms are
colored red. (B) Spontaneous crack propagation at a fixed strain of 11%. The loading direction is vertical, and the crack is viewed from the side. (C) Atom
forces around a crack (front view).

propagates in the circumferential direction from both sides of the defect and is driven by the high stress concentrations at the crack tips
(red atoms).
Defects in SWNTs cannot be described by elliptical holes
A vacancy defect in a CNT is sometimes considered analogous to an
elliptical hole in a thin plate. The stress concentration predicted by
linear elasticity for an elliptical hole of semilength a and tip radius
r, embedded in an infinite-width thin plate, is (29)
KtLE

rﬃﬃﬃ
a
¼1þ2
r

ð1Þ

This model provides a good estimate for a wide variety of holes,
such as rounded-tip slits, which have the same tip curvature as an
equivalent elliptical hole (29). The infinite-width plate approximation
is elaborated in Materials and Methods.
By contrast, and somewhat unexpectedly, the simulated Kt is found
to be predominantly dependent on the defect length 2a perpendicular
to the tube axis, whereas the effects of defect shape (for example, the
ratio a/b) and orientation are found to be insignificant (Fig. 4A and
note S6). For example, the number of missing atoms in a defect is not
significant, except when they are aligned in a way that increases its
length 2a (for example, the three-atom vacancies in Fig. 4A). Thus,
Kt is compared with KtLE and depicted against a, normalized by the
constant bond length r0, using a fixed tip radius of r = r0 and r = 2r0
(green dashed lines in Fig. 4A). It is important to realize that the defect
dimensions (length 2a and width 2b) are defined between cell centers,
as shown in the drawings in Figs. 4A and 5B and note S4, and not
between defect edges or vertices. In this way, when the defect length and
width are zero, the shape reverts to a regular hexagonal cell, as expected when no defect is present.
We find that the simulated Kt values are significantly lower than
the theoretical values (Eq. 1) for an elliptical hole (Fig. 4A), and hence,
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SWNTs appear to be less sensitive to stress concentration due to defects than solid materials. That is, the model in Eq. 1 does not fit the
simulation results well, even when a large tip radius is assumed (r =
2r0 in Fig. 4A). Furthermore, the SWNTs are sensitive to the defect
length 2a rather than to its shape, in sharp contrast to linear elasticity
in which Kt does not depend on size but on the self-similar shape (for
example, the ratio a/r in Eq. 1). A tighter Kt fit can be achieved by a
power expression (red solid line in Fig. 4A), clarified later.
Toughness at the nanoscale conforms to classic
fracture mechanics
The strength predicted by linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM)
(30–32) for a sharp brittle crack of semilength a in an infinite-width
thin plate (plane stress) is given by
KIc
sLEFM
¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
f
pa

KIc ¼

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2Eg

ð2Þ

where KIc is the mode I fracture toughness, E is the plate elastic
modulus, and g is the energy required to create two new crack surfaces. The infinite-width plate approximation is elaborated in
Materials and Methods.
The simulated relative strength sf/s* is depicted against the normalized defect length a/r0 (Fig. 4B) and fits the classic LEFM model of
Eq. 2 (the red solid line) well. The fit yields an average fracture toughness of KIc = 2.7 ± 0.3 MPa m0.5 (2.5 ± 0.1 MPa m0.5 for the armchair
tube and 2.9 ± 0.3 MPa m0.5 for the zigzag tube), in ballpark agreement with a recent
study on graphene (33). An estimate using the expﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pression KIc ¼ 2Eg from Eq. 2 provides similar values (note S7).
Using Ashby’s material selection guide (34), the resulting SWNT KIc
is found to be typical of moderately brittle materials. Its value resides
in the high-end range of ceramics (0.2 to 5 MPa m0.5) and polymers
(0.4 to 4 MPa m0.5) and is lower than the KIc values of metals and
alloys (5 to 200 MPa m0.5). It is higher than the KIc values of glass
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Fig. 4. Comparison of simulation with solid mechanics theories. (A) Simulated SWNT maximum stress concentration factor Kt = smax/sff at ~10%
elongation versus the relative defect semilength a/r0, compared with linear elasticity predictions for an infinite-width thin plate having an elliptical hole
with fixed tip radius (r = r0 and r = 2r0). r0 ≅ 1.42 Å is the C––
––C bond length. The SWNTs have one-atom, two-atom, and three-atom vacancy defects (Fig. 1,
B and C); the filled and unfilled symbols are for the simulated armchair (AC) and zigzag (ZZ) tubes, respectively, and the letter labels designate the defect
types per Fig. 1. Refer to Eq. 1 in the text. The defect dimensions and the loading direction (indicated by the arrow) are defined in the inset drawing. (B)
Simulated SWNT relative fracture strength sf/s* versus the relative defect semilength a/r0, compared withpLEFM
prediction
ﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ for a sharp crack in an infinitewidth thin plate (KIc = 2.69 MPa m0.5) and with QFM predictions for sharp (r = 0, q = r0) and blunt (r ¼ r0 3=2, q ¼ r0 3) cracks. Refer to Eqs. 2 and 4 in
the text. The far-field stress sff and the fracture strength sf in these plots are the nominal values at the defect’s cross section, adjusted for the infinite-width
plate assumption (Materials and Methods). The data are provided in note S4.

(0.8 MPa m0.5) and epoxy (0.4 MPa m0.5) and comparable to those of
nylon (3 MPa m0.5) and alumina (4 MPa m0.5).
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Equation 2 can be rewritten by substituting KIc ¼ s* pa*
sLEFM
f

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a*
;
¼ s*
a

a ≥ a*

ð3Þ

where a* ≅ 0.66 Å is the smallest possible theoretical value for the
critical crack semilength (obtained by extrapolating the LEFM line
in Fig. 4B). However, a vacancy defect cannot be smaller than a
3
monovacancy,
that is, amin ¼ r0 ≅1:07 Å for an armchair tube or
pﬃﬃﬃ
4
3
amin ¼
r ≅1:23 Å for a zigzag tube (note S4), both longer than
2 0
a*, and therefore, the region a < a* is not relevant for vacancy defects.
This reasoning resolves the deficiency of LEFM at infinitesimal crack
lengths (when a → 0, sf → ∞) and may be applicable to the fracture
of other brittle crystalline nanostructures. In the case of topological defects such as Stone-Wales, lengths shorter than a* are possible, but the
strength of such defective SWNTs is dominated by prestresses, as noted
above.
According to LEFM, a brittle crack will propagate spontaneously
under stress (that is, become unstable) when the elastic energy released
by the structure as a result of crack growth is larger than the energy
required to create new crack surfaces. The unstrained region around
the crack, approximated in LEFM by a circular shape, is indeed observed by the simulation (the green region in Fig. 3, B and C). The
simulated strain energy released by the whole tube when a single
carbon-carbon bond is removed is about 22 eV, and grows larger as
the crack advances, whereas the energy required to break a single
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bond is about an order of magnitude lower (13, 14, 35, 36). Thus,
the energetic condition for crack instability is satisfied.
Quantum fracture mechanics is inconsistent with the
simulation of small defects
The simulation is also compared with quantum fracture mechanics
(QFM) (37), using the theoretical expression for a blunt-tip brittle
crack (green dashed lines in Fig. 4B)
sQFM
f

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 þ r=2q
1 þ r=2q
¼ s*
¼ KIc
pða þ q=2Þ
1 þ 2a=q

ð4Þ

where q is the fracture quantum length of atomic scale and r is the
crack tip radius. This model converges to the classic LEFM brittle
model (Eq. 2) for long sharp cracks (a >> q, r → 0) and to the finite
defect-free strength s* for an infinitesimal crack (a/q → 0, r/q → 0).
Two QFM cases are presented in Fig. 4B, using parametric values
suggested by Pugno and Ruoff (37): apsharp
crack (r = 0) with q = r0
ﬃﬃﬃ
and a blunt crack (r = q/2) with q ¼ 3r0 . As seen in Fig. 4B, in both
cases, the QFM model does not fit the simulation well. The sharp crack
fits only the longer defects, while underestimating the strength of the
shorter ones, and the blunt crack overestimates the strength of the longer
defects. Furthermore, the hypothetical construct of a quantum length q
introduced by QFM is not needed for vacancy defects, because the size of
a vacancy is never infinitesimal, as shown before, and the defect semilength a is not quantized but can rather vary continuously with rotation
of the chirality as illustrated in Fig. 5A. By contrast, the classic LEFM law
for a brittle fracture in the presence of a sharp crack (Eq. 2) shows excellent robustness even for defect lengths shorter than a cell size (a < r0).
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In words, a gradual increase in the far-field stress sff up to the CNT
fracture strength sf causes a linear rise (with slope Kt) in the stress at
the defect tip smax up to the ideal CNT strength s* (equivalent to the
bond failure strength, as discussed in note S2).
Substituting sf from Eq. 2 into Eq. 5, we obtain
Kt ≅

2amin
Fig. 5. Defect orientation, shape, and scale. (A) Effect of chirality on the
defect orientation and length 2a. The direction of the load is indicated by
the solid arrow. (B) Vacancy defects of equivalent SWNT strength, sharing the
same length 2a and tip curvature r0, but with different width 2b, shape, and
orientation. The dashed arrows indicate possible crack propagation paths.
(C) Comparison of defects at the microscale and nanoscale. Microscale defects are surrounded by a continuum and, if sharp, can cause infinite stress
concentrations. Nanoscale defects (that is, SWNT vacancies) are surrounded by
a truss-like lattice (they are not sharp), cause finite stress concentrations, and
cannot be smaller than a minimal size 2amin (the length of a monovacancy).

The simulation results (Fig. 4B) show that the most harm is done
by defects of length up to about twice a cell size (a ≈ 2r0), with
reduced strength down to about 40% of the defect-free strength. Extrapolation to longer defects shows that the strength becomes less sensitive to further increase in defect size. Furthermore, the simulation shows
that the crack shape, width, and curvature have only a mild influence
on the fracture toughness, as seen in Fig. 4B by the fairly narrow dispersion of the strength values with respect to the LEFM prediction.
For example, the number of missing atoms in a defect is not significant, except when they are aligned in such a way that a is increased
(for example, the three-atom vacancies in Fig. 4B).
Stress concentration and fracture toughness are interrelated
It is evident from these observations that the behavior of the stress
concentration and fracture toughness in SWNTs with vacancy defects
Yang, Greenfeld, Wagner Sci. Adv. 2016; 2 : e1500969
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s* pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pa
KIc

ð6Þ

This equation is in agreement with the power fit Kt ≅ 1.5(a/r0)0.5 to
the stress concentration simulation data (Fig. 4A), where the prefactor
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
is ðs*=KIc Þ pr0 ≅1:5. Hence, for a given defect of semilength a, the
stress concentration factor, essentially a geometric property at the
macroscale, can be obtained from the SWNT material properties—
the fracture toughness KIc and ideal strength s*. This result is not obtainable for a sharp crack in a continuum solid, because smax in Eq. 5
would diverge. An equivalent form to Eq. 6 can be written by rearranging Eq. 3
Kt ≅

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a
;
a*

a ≥ a*

ð7Þ

We have shown that both the stress concentration and fracture
strength depend predominantly on the defect’s length, whereas its
shape, width, and orientation are irrelevant. Because the SWNT structure consists of a repeating fixed-size ring-shaped hexagonal cell, the
highly stressed defect tip has the same shape and size in all vacancy
defects. The tip can be rotated at various angles with respect to the
tube main axis, as shown in Fig. 5A, but its shape remains unchanged.
Thus, the common hexagonal tip shape seems to cause a similar effect
on different defect shapes and orientations. For example, according to
the simulation, the three defects in Fig. 5B can be regarded as equivalent in strength and toughness because they have the same length
perpendicular to the tube axis, even though their shape, width, and
orientation are very different. Even when the defect edge consists of
a pair of adjacent hexagonal cells (for example, in the rightmost shape
in Fig. 5A and in the bottom edge of the rightmost shape in Fig. 5B),
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is not similar to that of a thin plate with elliptical or rounded-tip holes.
An SWNT is fundamentally different in structure compared with a
thin plate, in that it is basically a truss consisting of members (that
is, bonds) with stiffness that is dominant along the bond axis but with
flexible angular joints at the atom sites. Compared with a continuum
solid, such a structure can more effectively diffuse a local high stress
over a large region around the defect, leading to lower stress concentrations. See the illustration in Fig. 5C.
Although the simulation fits the LEFM theory for sharp brittle
cracks, the stress at the defect tip is not infinite, as predicted by elastic
theory. This seeming contradiction can be resolved by observing that a
defect at the nanoscale is not sharp and has a minimal size (Fig. 5C).
Similarly, we have shown that the critical condition for crack propagation can be derived both from free energy (fracture mechanics) and
from stress concentration considerations. Consequently, we can formulate a simple relationship between the stress concentration and
fracture toughness. Because the behavior of an SWNT under tension
is almost perfectly linearly elastic (Fig. 2A), and, as shown, the stress
concentration remains almost constant with the strain, one can write
the stress concentration in the following form

RESEARCH ARTICLE
the stress concentration is localized at each individual cell, with a
seemingly negligible effect on its neighbor, and therefore, the tip curvature remains effectively that of a single cell. By analogy, different
microscale defects having the same tip curvature are often estimated
as having equivalent stress concentrations by fitting an equivalent ellipse to the defect tip (29).

DISCUSSION

MATERIALS AND METHODS
SWNTs and tensile loading
Two SWNT configurations, which represent the two extreme chiralities of an SWNT, were selected for the simulation: an armchair tube
with chirality (10, 10) and a zigzag tube with chirality (17, 0). We used
SWNTs with an external diameter of 13.56 Å (armchair) and 13.31 Å
(zigzag) and with a length of 170 Å in both cases (Fig. 1A). The defects
are located approximately at the center of the tubes. A fixed boundary
was imposed in a small region (less than 3 Å in length) at one end of
the SWNT. At the opposite end, tensile load was simulated by applying
Yang, Greenfeld, Wagner Sci. Adv. 2016; 2 : e1500969
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Defect types
Both SWNT chiralities allow insertion of a wide variety of vacancies
and Stone-Wales defects, with their vertices pointing orthogonally to
the tube axis (armchair tube) or along the tube axis (zigzag tube). If
desired, each defect type can be oriented at any angle with respect to
the tube main axis, given a tube chirality in between armchair and
zigzag. The simulated defects are shown in Fig. 1B (armchair tube) and
Fig. 1C (zigzag tube) and are designated (a) for Stone-Wales and (b to i)
for vacancies. A Stone-Wales defect was simulated by a ~90° rotation
of a carbon-carbon bond, which produced two pentagons and two heptagons coupled in pairs (5-7-7-5) (15). This defect is stable and may
appear spontaneously at very high strains (>20%) when the defect’s
formation energy barrier is low. A vacancy defect was simulated by
removing one or more atoms from their regular atomic sites in the
crystalline structure (12). This defect is metastable at room temperature
for macroscopic times (12). Vacancy defects up to three missing atoms
were studied, as such small defects are predominant (12, 13, 15).
Simulation tools
The simulation was executed using the LAMMPS (large-scale atomic/
molecular massively parallel simulator) MD simulator (48) with the
COMPASS force field (49). This force field is widely used and validated
and has the necessary precision for simulating the variations in potential
arising from small elastic deformations, enabling accurate prediction
of the CNT structural deformation. The simulation results are practically deterministic, without observable statistical dispersion. The simulation was conducted in an NVT (conservation of substance, volume,
and temperature) ensemble at 20°C. For the purpose of stress calculation, the thickness of the SWNT wall was taken as 0.34 nm, which is
the equilibrium spacing between two graphite layers (50, 51). A maximum allowed bond force of 10 nN, derived from the bond dissociation energy (28), was used to determine whether the bond strength was
exceeded (27). This criterion enables detection of the crack initiation
and tracing of the crack propagation, as well as evaluation of the criticality of different types of defects. See more details in notes S1 and S2.
Infinite-width plate approximation
The underlying assumption is that the SWNT can be unfolded to a
thin plate of width pD (D is the tube diameter), which can be regarded
as an infinite-width plate with respect to the defect length. Because the
ratio between the defect length and the tube perimeter, a = 2a/pD, is
not negligible (ranging from 0.05 to 0.15 for the studied vacancy defects), the far-field stress sff and the strength sf in Fig. 4 were divided
by 1 − a to obtain nominal values at the defect’s cross section. In this
way, the simulation results are adjusted for an infinite-width plate,
making them comparable with the used theoretical models from solid
mechanics.
Edge effects in finite-width plate models are shown to be negligible.
The accuracy of the stress concentration factor in the presence of an
elliptical hole in an infinite-width plate with respect to a finite-width
plate is better than 2%, estimated by substituting the ratio a into the
expression for a finite-width plate (52)
4

KtLE ≅∑ ci ða=b Þai−1
i¼1

ð8Þ
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Stress concentration, arising at a defect tip in an SWNT under tension
at room temperature, leads to initiation of a crack that propagates
relentlessly until failure. Fracturing occurs at strains as low as 7%
and is brittle rather than plastic. Common types of defects, particularly
vacancy defects with two to three missing atoms, can degrade the ideal
strength of SWNTs by up to about 60%. Reduction in the number of
defects during SWNT growth, purification, chemical treatment, and
application is therefore an important objective.
Defects at the nanoscale are not sharp, and consequently, stress
concentrations are finite and moderated by the SWNT’s truss-like structure. The simulated SWNT fracture toughness is 2.7 MPa m0.5, which is
of the same order as recently reported for graphene (33) and typical of
moderately brittle materials, somewhat surprising in view of the high
elastic flexibility of SWNTs compared to other brittle materials. The
simulated strength conforms nicely with the classic theory of LEFM,
even for the smallest possible vacancy defect (that is, a monovacancy).
The defect length orthogonal to the loading direction and its hexagonal
tip shape (common to all vacancies) are the dominant parameters.
The proposed approach and simulation method can be expanded
to investigating the brittle fracturing of other carbon nanomaterials
containing defects, such as graphene, multiwalled nanotubes
(MWNTs), and fullerenes, as well as inorganic nanotubes such as
tungsten disulfide (WS2NT). On the basis of the current study, we expect that graphene should be as susceptible to vacancy defects as an
SWNT, with a crack propagation similarly driven by stress concentration. Because the tensile strains induced by rolling a graphene monolayer into an SWNT are negligible (note S3), our results—including
the calculated fracture toughness—are directly applicable to graphene.
By contrast, we expect that MWNTs and WS2NTs will be less susceptible to vacancy defects, because crack propagation may be partially
inhibited between adjacent layers. At the larger scale of nanocomposite
structures (38–45), further inhibition of crack propagation is expected,
particularly when the CNTs are compactly arranged in aligned conformations such as CNT fibers (46) or CNT forests (47).

a constant displacement rate of 0.001 Å/fs to the atoms. The simulated
tensile loading is quasi-static, using adequately small time steps.

RESEARCH ARTICLE
The coefficients ci ða=b Þ are functions of the ratio a/b, specific for each of
the studied defects. Similarly, the accuracy of the fracture strength in
the presence of a sharp crack in an infinite-width plate with respect to
a finite-width plate is better than 1%, estimated by substituting the
ratio a into the expression for a finite-width plate (53)
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ


KIc
1−a
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sLEFM
¼
f
pa 1 − 0:5a þ 0:326a2

ð9Þ
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